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The body was formed in the end

President - Dr. Nandkishor Khillare

Vice-President

Secretary

Dr. Balasaheb Shinde

Shri Amol Sanap

In the end Dr. Anand Wagh proposed vote of thanks.

U) Workshop on writing Technique Skilts

on 81912018, Department organized two days workshop on ,writing

Technique skills' for the university students. This programme was

inaugurated by famous poet Dr. Dasu vaidya. Dr. Sanjay Moon
presided over the function.

Dr. vaidya delivered the lecture on ,writing Technique skills,.
He said that he came from small village. In his village reading culture

was not satisfactory but kirtan, Bhajan and Tamasha were there. He

attended all these rural entertainment programs. He also uses to listen

the pothy. In the weekend the grant rally was use to organize in the

village. He observed the village while seating on the horse. He

compared youths to the poet and greenery. while uttering the words,

that words may be meaningful. poet is born not made. so composition

of poem is a inner matter. It is not the matter of teaching. we can,t

compose the poem with the technique. Really it is the expression of
mind which is based on the feelings and emotions. we make the

'' ornament of diamond but basically it is a stone. But we give the shape of
diamond to the stone. under pressure, no one can compose the poem.

Famous American poet Robert forts says that okhat poet writes is called

the poem". Each and every poet has his own style. poetry is a part of
literature. Poet makes the language oriented action. Language had a

difflerent use in the poetry. He must understand the poem at first. poet

prepares the poem from the words and the words comes from the
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fanguage, we must check our language. Language helps us to win.

Lmguage related behavior helps students for the academic progress. We

hve to achieve the c.mmand 0n language and voice. lf thue is no

lryuage, we may be restless. we have to achieve the highest position in
lryuage. At first we must try for becoming a well human being. our
ttildhood is the base of our next life. poem is related to our day to day

rfr situations. we should have to integrate our own mind for composing
- verse.

subsequent to this Dr. satish Badve delivered the speech. He said
- t if we have good command on ranguage then we can move easily in
d and every sector. Now the language is changing every day. The
hguage of the poem has to use the changed language in changing

ruld. Poet expresses his own personality in the poems. There might be

t distance between ages but not in the langu age. Language is not

dways clear. Language is a flow of culture that,s why we must be study

ft language systematically.

In the second session Prof. Jaideo Dole delivered the lecture on

anewspaper writing skill". He said that when we think about the

Ewspaper writing skill we have to think about our mistakes. Journalist

hs to consider some tunings while writing. Journalist should have to

rylect the imitation.

In the third session Dr. Rekha Shelke delivered the" lecture on

alewspaper writing skills'. In the fourth session Dr. Smita Avchar
&livered the lecturer on oResearch paper writing Technique'. She said
lqt eash & every person has his own technique of writing. But in
rsearch, there is a one common technique. Reference is essential in
nsearch writing. There is never end in the research. Research is a

Ifelong matter.
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In the last session shri Krushna Kende delivered the lecture on

.writing skill of electronic media'. He said that television is a audio-

risual medium. That's why we paid attention automatically towards the

television, so there is no need to write more. The language for the

television is routine language. Writing in few words is the main

ctaracteristic of the television language. Reading might be vast for this'

There are so many reporters working for the newspaper but there is only

me reporter for the news channel. All round reading helps us for

television writing this is the visual matter basically'

Subsequent to this Shri Madhav Savargave delivered the

pesidential address. He said that we use to present vivid subjects on the

television. There are three kinds of the languages

1) Audio-language-visible language

2) Invisible language-Air

In the audio matter communication skill is very important. The

hguage must be known to the people. The language of the television

should be attractive and emotional. Due to the globalization, language

communication is easY.

IntheendDr.AnandWaghproposedvoteofthanks.

D Spoken English Classes

Fmm 2ll2l20lS to 211312018 department organized spoken English

rclasses for the university students. The classes were conducted by Shri

Sachin Tavade
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